Portrait of Bakers
Terentius Neo is painted with his wife. It shows us what was worn in Roman times.

Gold serpent ring worn by a wealthy Roman

Jug - made of bronze. Interesting fact Romans often ate lying on the floor served by slaves.

Head of a marble statue - most likely one of the Goddesses worship by Romans found outside a temple

Mask - worn by actors at the theatre. Remember there were no screens in Roman times the theatre was a popular form of entertainment

Loaf of bread found in an oven

Cot - Where babies would sleep. Probably made from wood

Mosaic of Sea creatures
Shows what creatures were found in the Bay of Naples and probably eaten by the Romans

Bakery

Where grain was stored

Dog - archaeologists poured plaster into a mould that showed the remains of a dog

Helmet - made of bronze. Worn by gladiators found in an amphitheatere

Dog Mosaic - found outside a Roman villa. Shows Romans kept pets. Acted as a warning for robbers to keep away from the guard dog

Coins - Made of gold showing important emperors

Dice - used by children to play games. Probably made from bone

Eggs - tells us about Romans diet

Loaf of bread - found in an oven

Cot - Where babies would sleep. Probably made from wood

Bakery

Where grain was stored

Millstones used to ground grain into flour

Dog Mosaic - found outside a Roman villa. Shows Romans kept pets. Acted as a warning for robbers to keep away from the guard dog

Eggs - tells us about Romans diet